
SHOOTING FROM HOME



Same End Goal

● You want to achieve even and identical source lighting
○ The less warm + cool light you have mixed → the better 

the result 
● Your camera (or phone) is directly parallel to your work 

○ It’s also going to be pointed directly towards the center 
of your piece



You want to 
mimic this kind 
of lighting as 
best as you can 



The problem or 
challenge

HOW DO I RECREATE 
STUDIO LIGHTING FROM 
HOME?



A COUPLE HACKS...

Position your piece 
perpendicular to a key light 
source (a window would be 
ideal, but a lamp would work 
too) 

Illuminate your subject as well 
as possible and fill in shadows 
by *bouncing* the light from the 
window onto your subject 

This can be done using any 
white surface such as foam 
core as light BOUNCES off of 
white surfaces

Don’t know how to bounce or what a suitable reflector would be? 
There’s more on that later...



Subject i.e Artwork

You

Poster board, foam core, or metallic surfaces 
like aluminum work too!



Also try to make sure 
that what’s BEHIND 

your subject is 
completely clear of 

objects 

If you don’t have a 
white wall available 
you can always prop 

a sheet up as a 
makeshift backdrop 





Use lamps! 

Position lights 
at 45º at equal 
distance from 

the work for 
even lighting

Try to keep bulb 
color cast 
consistent

*the backlight isn’t necessary 

✔ ✔



TIP

Lay a foam core board on a 
table to reflect light. If you’re 
shooting objects on a table, lay 
down a white foam core board 
underneath your subject. Use 
clamps to secure your foam 
board to the table and tilt your 
camera above your subject (best 
for 3D works). The foam board 
will reflect light to make it easier 
to get a good exposure at a high 
shutter speed, and will serve as 
a clean, minimalistic background 
for your compositions.
*White paper can have a similar 
effect, but it’s easily damaged 
and torn.



MAKESHIFT LIGHTS



Reflectors
Angle your reflector opposite your 

key light source to bounce light 
back onto your subject 

Why is this important?

Successfully mimics the job of two 
lights (for even lighting) when you 

only have access to one

Fills in shadows cast from key light 
source



Reflectors

This one is made out of 
aluminum foil and cardboard



Reflectors

Cheap and Easy ✅



Reflectors

Have one of these lying 
around? This works as a 

reflector too!



Or you can get fancy and turn your lamp into a studio light



Instructions on how to make that 
studio lamp 

Or use it as reference to build 
your own!



Clamp lights are 
inexpensive 

resources and 
great for makeshift 

lighting



A little more challenging but 
this person is using their ceiling 

to bounce the light. 

Additionally they’re using two 
sheets of foam core to reflect 

light onto their work. 

This doesn’t need low or high 
grade lighting. The same thing 

can be done with lamps. Paired 
with flood lamps or LED bulbs 

you’re sure to get great results. 



Lastly... 

Getting the most out of your camera phone



!! !!



Use your camera’s grid to 

level your work 

You can do this under 

Settings → Camera → Grid



● Keep a clean lens for clearer photos 

○ Wipe off fingerprints

● Select your focus manually by tapping on your focal point

● LOCK your focus by tapping on your subject and holding 

your finger down for a couple of seconds 

● If your headphones have a remote use it as a shutter 

release or place your camera on self-timer to avoid camera 

shake for sharper photos



MANUALLY ADJUST YOUR 
EXPOSURE FOR A PERFECT SHOT





Post-Production

Even if your image doesn’t turn out that great, upload your 
shots to programs like Adobe Lightroom and fine-tune your 
image for a crisp clean look. 

If you don’t have access to a computer there is an Adobe 
Lightroom app for your phone where you can fix your lighting, 
crop, correct any camera distortion or skew, sharpen your 
image, and apply presets. 

It’s simple to use, and offers its own in-app camera for making 
professional images.

GOOD LUCK 😊⚡

DIY tripod for your 
cellphone  

https://youtu.be/TTtJo
vKtujo

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/adobe-lightroom-photo-editor/id878783582
https://youtu.be/TTtJovKtujo
https://youtu.be/TTtJovKtujo

